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 ■ Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) Using Cross-Half-PSDs
 ■ Data-on-Demand from Recorder Throughput Files
 ■ Zoom Overview Using 2D Chart Viewer
 ■ Histogram for Drive Crest Factor Validation
 ■ Channel Name and Geometry Auto-Fill Commands
 ■ Faster Processing Performance for Higher Channel Count 

 Systems and Post-Processing



Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) Using Cross-Half-PSDs

Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) is used for the identification of the dynamic properties,  
natural frequencies, modal damping 
and mode shapes of mechanical 
structures. In contrast to classical 
Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) 
which relies on Frequency Response 
Functions (FRFs), calculated from 
measured excitation forces and 
response signals, OMA only  
requires the structure’s responses 
which are measured assuming an 
equally distributed excitation. From 
the measured response signals 
so called Cross-Half-PSDs can 
be calculated and used for modal 

identification. These Cross-Half-PSDs strongly resemble the FRFs used in EMA. For this reason 
they can be processed using the known algorithms in MDOF Wizard which makes the whole 
procedure very convenient for users with EMA experience.

Data-on-Demand from Recorder Throughput Files
 ■ Handle huge files from disc with minimum memory  

 requirement
 ■ Time-saving direct access of data from file storage
 ■ Read, chart and process full resolution sample 

 data direct from file

The existing Recorders feature has proven invaluable  
as a quick and convenient way of previewing large 
throughput time history recordings directly from file 
rather than having to load this data into memory. Many 
gigabytes of data can be handled this way from any 
number of files, providing a fast overview and overlay  
of data from any number of channels using the 2D  
chart viewer.

The new functionality extends this overview with “data-on-demand” within the 2D chart viewer 
that is able to display and process data at the appropriate resolution on demand. This means 
that any level of zoom within the data can be performed and also the chart calculator and copy 

functions can now be executed avoiding the need 
to pre-load into memory. An advanced algorithm 
predicts and caches data for this processing so 
maximizing access speed and minimizing memory 
needs even on the largest of files.

m+p SO Analyzer’s Recorder links and data-on-
demand are particularly useful in conjunction with 
the recently introduced m+p VibControl Through-
put to Disc Recording option for post-test data 
reduction and sequence of event analysis such 
when a test run unexpectedly aborts.
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Zoom Overview Using 2D Chart Viewer
 ■ Faster navigation when zooming in charts
 ■ See where you are to avoid errors when confusing similar trace features
 ■ Powerful sequence of events analysis in large data sets

A new tool button in the 2D chart viewer window 
splits the chart into two with a lower overview chart 
linked to an upper zoom view of the same data. 
When the X-axis is expanded on the upper trace a 
highlighted area on the lower trace is visible to help 
navigate the data using the overview. Changes of 
X- and Y-scaling on the upper trace are tracked by 
the lower trace highlighting. 

A mouse click and move on the lower chart  
activates a zoom box that automatically sets the 
zoom area displayed on the upper trace. Using the 
mouse the highlighted zoom box can be moved on 
the lower chart and the upper trace automatically 
tracks the new X-Y position providing rapid review 
of any detailed features in the data.

This feature works with all data types in both the frequency and time domains. It is particularly 
powerful when used in conjunction with the new recorder data-on-demand display allowing the 
full overview of long data recordings while zooming in at any resolution. The tracking highlight 
area on the lower trace always shows where you are in the recording.

Multiple channel data can be overlaid on one chart for comparison or multiple charts can also  
be stacked to clearly review each channel or the same data at different resolutions.

Histogram for Drive Crest Factor Validation
 ■ Comply with latest test standards

The latest vibration test standards such as Def Stan 00-35 
and MIL-STD-810 require more advanced validation of 
vibration test signals. One such requirement is checking 
the amplitude distribution of a random drive waveform  
to verify its crest factor and Gaussian compliance. 
m+p SO Analyzer’s Histogram and Amplitude Probability 
functions have now been made available within all  
measurement functions so they can be computed in  
one pass together with random reduction or other  
analysis needs.

Another new related function is Kurtosis Time History which is used to monitor how Gaussian 
the signal distribution is over time. It is also useful for identifying transients in long time histories.

Channel Name and Geometry Auto-Fill Commands
 ■ Auto-create geometry shapes and extrusions
 ■ Rapid setup of many channels including multiple triax configurations

With increasing channel counts and larger geometry configuration, measurements and geometry 
generation are more and more time-consuming. To assist the user and speed up the configuration 
phase m+p SO Analyzer now provides auto-fill capabilities to name measurement channels and 
create regular arranged points of a structure.

Zoom overview in 2D chart viewer
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Faster Processing Performance for Higher Channel Count Systems 
and Post-Processing

 ■ Satisfy your customers’ demand for greater number of monitor points
 ■ Speed up post-processing for faster report turnaround times
 ■ m+p long-term commitment to performance

With modern computer platforms able to handle huge amounts of data, requirements for larger 
channel count systems with high throughput rates, real-time signal processing and direct time 
history recording and post-processing are ever evolving. Together with our purpose-designed 
m+p VibPilot and m+p VibRunner hardware front-ends we are able to satisfy these needs now 
and into the future. This release boosts full 100 kHz throughput recording on 200 channels and 
up to 512 channels at 32 kHz together with real-time sine reduction capability over 5-2000 Hz  
5 oct/min on 200 channels and MIMO matrix calculation times halved.

Many Other New Features

A number of other enhancements include features such as:

 ■ Improved curve fitting in Modal analysis to reduce the effects of noise in measurement data

 ■ Online Octave Average display to monitor peak data or evolving LEQ measurements

 ■ Memory usage indicator and automatic warning status to avoid overloading the PC

 ■ Measurement history auto-save backup and restore catalog to ensure you never lose data

 ■ Additional National Instruments cards support for:

 - NI PXI 4220 DAQ with dual 16-bit inputs for quarter-, half- and full-bridge sensors 
 - NI 9219 Strain/bridge based sensor for measuring temperature and strain 
 - NI 9232 3-channel C Series dynamic signal acquisition module

This Update Note provides you with an overview of the most significant product enhancements in 
m+p SO Analyzer Revision 4.3. These together with many other smaller improvements make 
the m+p SO Analyzer even more powerful and user-friendly.

The new software revision has resulted primarily from the close and valuable cooperation with 
you, our customers. We optimize the m+p SO Analyzer continuously. Therefore, if you have  
any suggestions that could further improve our product offering for your application, please let 
us know.

m+p SO Analyzer 4.3 is available now providing you with even greater efficiency and ease  
of use. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information.
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